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General Symposium
“What Does It Mean to Internationalize? : Where theToyo University International

Research Center for Philosophy Has Been, andWhere It Is Going”
On September 24, 2014, the Interna-

tional Research Center for Philosophy

(IRCP) held a general symposium titled

“What Does It Mean to International-

ize? : Where the Toyo University Inter-

national Research Center for Philosophy

Has Been, and Where It Is Going” at the

Toyo University Hakusan Campus

(Building 5, Room 5404).

For the IRCP, the sense of the issues at

stake has been that internationalization

should not be a simple matter of achiev-

ing a globalized state where all indige-

nousness is absent. Rather, it should be

grounded in the cultures of each and

every individual. Cultural differences

should provide the foundation, and each

and every culture should retain its unique

qualities as it interacts with others. The

symposium was convened jointly by the

three units comprising the IRCP, for

them to report on the products of the

program’s work to date and the prospects

for the future.

1st Unit holds meetings centered on

Inoue Enryō studies and studies in mod-

ern Japanese philosophy. MIURA Setsuo

(IRCP Researcher) reported on matters

related to the former topic, while IWAI

Shogo (IRCP Researcher) did the same

for the latter. In his report titled “Toward Internationalizing Inoue

Enryō,” MIURA looked back on 35 years of Inoue research and spoke

of its future outlook. The first phase of study in the field came with

the creation of the Inoue Enryō study group and its three subgroups

as Toyo University approached the hundredth anniversary of its

founding. The group’s findings have appeared in numerous publica-

tions. Foundations for future research have also appeared in such

forms as a chronology of relevant literature and selected works of

lnoue Enryō. lnternational Association for lnoue Enryō Research was

also established based on these provided foundations. For the future,

there is a need to lay shared basic foundations in the form of English

and Spanish translations of Inoue’s writings that would enable further

international research.

IWAI’s report, “Reinterrogating Modern Japan Philosophy”,

looked back on the activities of 1st Unit as Iwai considered the ways

in which the products of future research might be compiled. The the-

matic sparks that initiated the study group meetings held by 1st Unit

could clearly be broken down into two broad categories in terms of

the major issues in play with respect to the formation of modern Japa-

nese philosophy : (1) the reception of Western philosophy and (2)

the rediscovery of traditional East Asian thought as philosophy. In the

future, IWAI said, efforts will be made to draw together studies under

the theme of “Views of Humanity and the World in the Meiji Pe-

riod.”

The meetings held by 2nd Unit have centered on studies of “meth-

odologies,” “a philosophy of post−Fukushima”, and “the concept of

“law”” MURAKAMI Katsuzo (IRCP Researcher) led off this section

with reports on “methodologies” research and “a philosophy of post−

Fukushima”, followed by NUMATA Ichiro (IRCP Researcher) with

his report on “the concept of “law”” MURAKAMI broke up his re-

port on the results of methodologies studies into three parts. The first

touched on results in line with their embodiment and the associated

problems. He brought up three specific items by way of illustration :

(1) research related to methodologies in separate specialized disci-

plines focused on philosophy (the ways in which the foundations for

scholarly knowledge are created), (2) basic philosophical concepts and

international commonalities in connection with those fundamental

positions (experiencing international standards of contemplation and

concept), and (3) methods for sharing techniques among separate spe-

cialized disciplines in the humanities (expansion of scholarly fields

through border−crossing sessions). The second part addressed the im-

portance of using the Internet as a research and educational tool. The

third part touched on efforts to address the issue of methodological

studies in world philosophy running through both Eastern and West-
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ern philosophy and religion as a scholarly method in and of itself. The

importance of this effort was made plain in the course of working on

and simultaneously elucidating three approaches : (1) the pragmatic

building of knowledge networks, (2) universal methodologies, and (3)

methods of systemization. Among the topics of discussion in this re-

gard was the suggestion that classroom exchanges with foreign univer-

sities via the Internet should be quickly implemented as a part of

graduate school education.

MURAKAMI then moved on to the topic of a philosophy of post−

Fukushima. He first discussed how transnational lectures broadcast

over the Internet, the showing of relevant movies, speeches by persons

involved with helping victims, and reports by scholars of philosophy

on their findings served to bring out the unique characteristics of

knowledge that would permit dealing with the undetectable substance

that is radiation from a philosophical perspective. He also spoke of the

need to develop a standpoint from which to uniformly view truth,

good, and being in order to resolve the difficulties of the present situ-

ation.

NUMATA then took the podium to explain how the symposiums

on the concept of law conducted to date have highlighted two specific

sets of problems, (1) the problems that arise when speaking of “law,”

and (2) problems with the internationalization of comparative studies

that arise in the course of this research. According to his report, com-

parative research into the processes of contact and reception of differ-

ent legal systems becomes possible by collecting a wide temporo−spa-

tially variety of evaluations of law. This would be surest way to dis-

cover the universality of law. Of the methods for such comparative re-

search, NUMATA stressed in his report the importance of interna-

tionalization in the field, while saying that it was important to simul-

taneously interrogate its essence.

The focus for 3rd Unit has been research on the basis of thought

for a society of multicultural harmonious coexistence. Its goal has

been to assess primarily from religious and philosophical perspectives

the various issues that cultural and religious diversity, with their vari-

ous tenets, produce in society, with the aim of discovering the intellec-

tual foundations that will make coexistence−as in living happily to-

gether−possible. To that end, the Unit has actively invited researchers

either from abroad or who have been conducting investigations in the

field overseas. Specific research has focused on (1) studies related to

cultural and religious coexistence in Asia, (2) dialogue with Iran−Is-

lam, and (3) studies of coexistence from the perspective of philosophy

proper.

MIYAMOTO Hisayoshi (IRCP Researcher) reported on the first

item. The main outcome was the ability to explore current conditions

and issues in play regarding the coexistence of religions in Asian na-

tions such as India, Bhutan, and Myanmar. The topic that received

the greatest attention was meditation. The question of what effect the

quite peaceful ascetic practice of meditation produces in multicultural

and multifaith societies was to be explored further in a symposium to

be held in November, said MIYAMOTO. The research to date has as-

certained that coexistence among multiple cultures is important, re-

searchers need a perspective that is unified, and there are the materials

ready for bringing together whatever means are available. MI-

YAMOTO concluded by saying he hoped to see further studies done

into why such means had not been available until the present and

what could be done to bring them closer to hand through explora-

tions of multicultural realities through field work.

NAGAI Shin (IRCP Researcher) addressed the second topic with a

talk titled “Toward Constructing a Philosophy of Coexistence : a

Dialog with Iran−Islam” that presented what scholarly exchanges with

Iran have produced thus far and their future prospects. He spoke of

the role that Iran has had over history, due to its geography among

other reasons, in mediating various cultures as an intermediary be-

tween East and West. Conditions at present are such that cultural and

religious coexistence is now a burning question on a global scale. The

frame of reference that Iran provides for a Japan whose attention has

been directed wholly toward the U.S. and Europe, NAGAI argued, is

extremely important for the numerous suggestions it has to offer. The

scholarly exchanges with which the Unit has been involved are based

on this sense of the issues at stake. A symposium took place in Japan

in 2012, followed by a research gathering at Iran’s Academy of Sci-

ences addressing the topic of what East

and West are. Another symposium will

be held in fiscal 2014 as well and further

exchanges planned or underway, all with

the goal of generating new, concrete re-

sults out of a relationship that has been

tense for both sides.

Questions and comments delivered

during the general discussion concluding

the symposium addressed expectations

for the Center and the future outlook.

With an attendance of 42 members, the

event was substantive and productive.

Report on the 3rd Academic Conference of the
International Association for Inoue Enryō Research

On September 13, 2014, the 3rd Annual Conference of the Inter-

national Association for Inoue Enryō Research was held at the Toyo

University Hakusan Campus (Building 8, 125 Memorial Hall). Re-

searchers from across Japan and around the world gathered for the

presentation of five research projects and one special lecture.

The showcasing of individual research projects began with a pre-

sentation entitled “Herbert Spencer and Inoue Enryo” that was given

by HASEGAWA Takuya (Otani University). While broadly outlining
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Spencer’s philosophy, HASEGAWA fo-

cused on aspects tied to the reconciliation

of religion with science (in particular, the

theory of evolution). In the course of de-

veloping a philosophy based on the the-

ory of evolution, Spencer accepted that,

alongside “knowable phenomena,” there

was an “unknowable Reality” that he

identified as the source of religious mysteries. Likewise, Inoue Enryō

established a distinction between the absolute Reality (the ultimate

nature of all things) and phenomena. It can be said that this argument

of Enryō builds on the argument made by Spencer. However, Enryō

aimed to further explicate mysteries that go beyond the spencerian ag-

nosticism. Hasegawa concluded that Enryō’s uniqueness−what sets

him apart from Spencer−is concisely summed up by this point.

Next, a presentation entitled “Mutual Inclusive Structure of the

Mystery in the Thoughts of Inoue Enryo and Minakata Kumagusu”,

by KODA Retsu (Sagami Women’s University), was given. Koda’s fo-

cus was on the fact that Inoue Enryō and Minakata Kumagusu’s ideas

corresponded to a philosophy imbued with the joy of knowledge in

contrast to Western philosophies that were rooted in the philosophies

of wonder. On this basis, he discussed the structural similarities be-

tween Inoue Enryō and Minakata Kumagusu. Inoue Enryō’s philoso-

phy is defined by the bi−directionality of exposed appearance−by which

phenomena is perceived by various means−and hidden appearance−

manifested as direct knowledge. Minakata Kumagusu’s Minakata

mandala is also defined by the bi−directionality of a mandalathat seeks

to grasp Tathagata (Buddha) and a mandala that adopts the stand-

point of Tathagata. Knowledge obtains unequaled joy within such a

bi−directional nested structure.

The third research presentation was entitled “The Thought of

Yoshitani Kakuju and Inoue Enryō”, by SATO Atsushi (IRCP Visit-

ing Researcher, Senshu University). Yoshitani Kakuju and Inoue

Enryō were in a professor−student relationship at Tokyo University.

While outlining an analysis of Yoshitani’s texts, the presentation first

touches on the impact that Yoshitani had on Inoue Enryō. Just as re-

ligions and philosophies seek to set forth the principle of all things

(principle of global genesis), Yoshitani analyzed three doctrines−Hi-

nayana Buddhism, the Hosso sect of Buddhism, and the Tendai/Ke-

gon sect of Buddhism −on the basis that such a principle also exists in

Buddhism. Inspired thusly, Enryō distributed the philosophies of ma-

terialism, spiritualism, and rationalism to these three standpoints of

Buddhism to develop a unifying theory of Buddhist philosophy. Hav-

ing done so, however, Enryō was ironically criticized by Yoshitani.

Placing Buddhist values front and center, Yoshitani was critical of ef-

forts at reconciliation with other religions. It is in the context of this

conflict between teacher and student that we can discern the original-

ity of Enryō.

After a break, TORANO Ryo (Graduate student at Toyo Univer-

sity) delivered his presentation, entitled “Problems of the ‘Center’ in

Inoue Enryō.” Relying only upon the philosophical text of lnoue

Enryō, Torano attempted to clarify the nature of the center of his phi-

losophy. According to TORANO, Enryō argued that a standpoint

that encompasses opposites constitutes an ultimate standpoint but was

unable to show the nature of the essential reality of such a standpoint.

Enryō’s philosophy is a closed system with an empty core. One can

throw just about anything into such an empty core with everything

coexisting in a random manner. In a global age in which everything is

being flattened, TORANO raised the question : is it not important

to restore the core?

The last research presentation to be given was Ralph MUELLER’s

(Kyoto University) “Metatheoretical classifications in relation to Zen

in Inoue Enryo’s Prolegomena to Zen philosophy.”Inoue Enryō wrote

An Introduction to Zen Buddhist Philosophy and analyzed Zen as a

philosophical ideology. Zen endorses the concept of furyūmonji (oth-

erwise known as kyogebetsuden) and appears to reject any narrative

packaged as philosophical thoughts. At the same time, however, Zen

utilizes various sutras and textbooks of Buddhist treatises as sources of

authority and classifies the paths towards enlightenment in a logical

manner. Just as Enryō pointed out things in a shrewd manner, Zen

includes philosophical aspects by which meta−theoretical classifica-

tions are carried out even as it seeks to lead followers on an explora-

tion of the truth. In other words, it entails actions from a high−level

perspective through which explorative steps are logically classified

based on the truth. By way of this presentation, MUELLER clarified

the significance of Enryō’s An Introduction to Zen Buddhist Philosophy,

which had been somewhat neglected in the past.

After the conclusion of the research presentations, a special lecture

entitled “Looking for a Great Synthesis−Philosophy Around 1900”

was delivered by Professor Ulrich SIEG (the University of Marburg).

Through this lecture, Sieg clarified that philosophers around 1900

were all uniformly aspiring to formulate a synthesis and explained that

the workings of this synthesis gave rise to the state of the history of

ideas that resulted in a deprivation of reality through the First World

War. The most influential thinker of the second half of the nineteenth

century, Herbert Spencer attempted to synthesize knowledge of every

stripe atop the theory of evolution. This program of synthesis in-

cluded a utopian way of thinking by which it was envisioned that in-

dividuals would become sufficiently rational to render state control

unnecessary.

Carrying out epistemological critiques in the vein of Kant, neo−

Kantian scholars upon whom the attention of the world was directed

also attempted to arrive at a synthesis. For example, this can be promi-

nently seen in Natorp’s educational ideas, which were formulated to

integrate personal freedoms with stable communities of human be-

ings. Such ideas can also be described as utopian in the way that they

merged individuals and communities in a state of accordance.

Rudolf Eucken was an idealistic philosopher who rejected material-

ism and offered social critiques with an incisive tongue. He sought to

reconcile Kant and Hegel and achieve a philosophically universal syn-

thesis. While he was unable to formulate a theory that fulfilled his

own goals, his critiques of modern culture as delivered from an ideal-

istic standpoint garnered widespread support and won him the Nobel

Prize for Literature.

As a philosopher who aimed to reconcile East and West, Inoue

Enryō can also be regarded as part of an age that aspired to achieve
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this synthesis. He was also a thinker who believed in enlightenment,

who conceived of a society of harmonious relations between the state

and individuals, and who was notable for his utopian ideas.

These utopian ideas rapidly became unrealistic due to the severe

blow they sustained in World War I. Enlightenment and advance-

ments in scientific technologies brought about not utopia but a war

that caused enormous suffering. In addition, it became clear that pro-

gress marked by harmonious relations between the state and individu-

als amounted no more than a pipe dream.

A dynamic question−and−answer session followed on the heels of

the above presentations. By highlighting thinkers from around 1900−

philosophers who tend to be

overlooked in the history of mod-

ern philosophy, this event suc-

cessfully managed to clarify the

state of the heretofore ignored

history of ideas that is associated

with Inoue Enryō.

Collaborative Research between Dongguk
University (Korea) and Toyo University (Japan)

First Research Conference, 1st Unit
On November 6, 2014, the first col-

laborative research conference between

the Dongguk University College of Bud-

dhist Studies and Culture (Korea) and

the Toyo University International Re-

search Center for Philosophy (Japan) was

held at Dongguk University in Seoul in

the Dahyang Hall Seminar Room.

Dongguk University is a general educa-

tion university with over 30,000 stu-

dents, affiliated with the Jogye Order of

Korean Buddhism, the largest denomina-

tion of Buddhism of South Korea. The

two universities made an academic ex-

change agreement in 1995 ; however,

since then there has not been considerable, active exchange. Thus, last

academic year, TAKEMURA Makio, president of Toyo University,

IRCP Reseacher, held a meeting with JUNG Seung−Suk, Dean of

College of Buddhist Studies at Dongguk University, in which they

agreed to invigorate research exchange between the two schools. First,

they agreed to hold ongoing research conferences for two years. Sec-

ond, these research conferences would be held in South Korea and Ja-

pan twice each year. Third, they decided on “Changes in Korean and

Japanese Buddhism in the 20 thCentury and Beyond” as a research

theme.

The first research conference began at 10 : 00 AM. The morning

session was chaired by Professor WOO Je−son (Dongguk), with inter-

pretation by Mr. PARK Ki−yull (Dongguk). It began with an Open-

ing Ceremony, Opening Remarks by JUNG Seung−Suk, an address

by TAKEMURA, and an address by Vice President of Dongguk Uni-

versity, PARK Jung−keug.

Presentations began at 10 : 30 AM. The first presentation was by

TAKEMURA, titled “Inoue Enryo and the Buddhis t world in Mod-

ern Japan.” It was divided into four sections : 1) The state of Japanese

Buddhism during the Meiji era, 2) Inoue’s philosophy and Buddhism,

3) Buddhist revival efforts by Inoue, and 4) Perspectives on Inoue’s

Buddhist Reform. The second presentation was by Professor KIM Ho−

seong (Dongguk), titled “Inoue’s Analytical Methodology : Focus

on Philosophy of Struggle,” and was divided into the following sec-

tions : 1) Judgment of life choices, 2) Reading from the perspective

of Zen spiritual awakening, and 3) Gatha verse and paraodic writing

styles.

KIM chaired the afternoon presentations, and Park continued to

handle interpretation. The third presentation was by MIURA Setsuo

(IRCP Researcher), titled “Enryo and East Asia : Inoue Enryo’s Series

of Lectures in Korea.” After discussing previous research and related

issues, MIURA spoke about the record of Inoue’s first travels in Korea

and then about his lectures there. The fourth presentation was given

by Professor KANG Mun−sun (Venerable Hyewon) (Dongguk), ti-

tled “Thoughts and Inquiries into State of Buddhist Nuns in Modern

South Korea : Focusing on Changes in Organization of Sects.” It was

divided into three sections : 1) Changes in the organization of Bud-

dhist sects in modern Korea, 2) Modern day Korean nuns, and 3)

Nuns and the organization of the Soto sect in modern Japan. The

fifth presentation was by Specially−Appointed Professor SATO At-

sushi (IRCP Visiting Researcher, Senshu Univesity), titled “A Toyo

Exchange Student 100 years ago : LEE Jong−Cheon’s Essay ‘Bud-

dhism and Philosophy’ and Inoue’s Ideology.” It was divided into two

parts : 1) Biography of LEE Jong−Cheon and 2) “Buddhism and Phi-

losophy” and Inoue’s ideology. The sixth presentation, by Professor

KO Youngseop (Dongguk), was titled “Trends in Buddhist Research

by Exchange Students from Japan during the Greater Korean Em-

pire.” It was divided into four sections : 1) Distribution of zainichi

Buddhist exchange students among foreign and domestic temples, 2)

Distribution of zainichi Buddhist ex-

change students among Japanese schools,

3) Research activities of Japanese ex-

change students, and 4) Trends among

Japanese exchange students after return-

ing to Japan.

The Closing Ceremony was held at 5 :

30 PM. First TAKEMURA reviewed the
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conference, and then Jung summarized its content followed by an

overview of the next conference. It was a productive conference with

questions from other presenters and attendees during each presenta-

tion.

The conference was significant in the following two ways. First, it

witnessed the actualization of research exchange between the two

schools. We expect that these conferences will be significant for both

the schools in future in terms of deepening personal and scholarly ex-

change. Second, many presentations centered around Inoue Enryo

and thus served as an opportunity to introduce Inoue to Korea ; this

indicated a research trend of positioning Inoue and his ideology be-

yond Japan in Asia.

International Lecture, 1st Unit
On September 10, 1st Unit of

IRCP welcomed Professor Ulrich

SIEG (Philipps−Universität Mar-

burg) for his talk on “The Ambi-

guity of the Good. German Pro-

fessors in the “War of the

Minds”” given at the Toyo University Hakusan Campus (Bilding 6,

Meeting room 3).

SIEG discussed three types of propaganda used in Germany during

World War 1 and shed light on the issues from the perspective of the

history of ideas involved. The first type was exemplified by Ernst Lis-

sauer. The patriotic poetry he wrote, which fanned hatred of England,

won widespread following among the general public. However, the

trend that it would be better to stress the “good” of Germany rather

than defame England gained acceptance. Therefore, Lissauer came to

be regarded as someone who was denying “chivalric German culture.”

The second type was represented by the “Manifesto of the Ninety−

three.” Signed by numerous scholars, including Nobel laureates, the

manifesto justified Germany’s actions and rejected censure directed

toward the country. In contrast to the influenced gained by anti−Ger-

man propaganda from the Allied Powers, however, this manifesto did

not sway the international community.

The third type is exemplified by Werner Sombart and Rudolf

Eucken. Sombart deemed the English “merchants” and the Germans

“heroes”. Eucken, for his part, contrasted the modernism of England

with the humanism of German philosophy, as found in the works of

Martin Luther, Immanuel Kant, and Johann Gottlieb Fichte. He ar-

gued that humanism, which was superior to modernism, would lead

to victory in war.

In the last part of his presentation, SIEG highlighted the issues in-

volved in terms of the history of ideas. These German thinkers, over-

confident in the goodness of their country and in their own goodwill,

made it clear that a universal ethic was not attainable only through

goodwill and the ambiguity of the “good.” The issue of how one faces

up to nationalistic prejudices must be confronted as well. Through

this discussion of German propaganda, some of the problems in mod-

ern Japanese philosophy taken up by the

Unit 1 study group could be brought

into focus. The broader implications for

how one should think about the nation-

alistic tendencies of modern Japanese

thinkers stand as the notable outcome of

this meeting.

International WEB Conference : “Reason and
Experience”, 2nd Unit

On October 11, 2014, the

fourth International WEB Con-

ference, based on the theme

“Reason and Experience : On

the Methods of Spinoza,” was

held at the Toyo University

Hakusan Campus (Building 8,

Special Conference Room) by the

2nd Unit. This was an internet−

based joint conference between

Japan and France, with Pierre−

François MOREAU of the Lyon

Higher Normal School partici-

pating from France. On the Japanese side, OHNISHI Yoshitomo

(IRCP Visiting Resercher, Kumamoto University), WATANABE

Hiryoyuki (IRCP Visiting Resercher), and FUJII Chikayo (Reserch

Fellowship for Young Scientists at the Japan Society for the Promo-

tion of Science) took part as designated questioners, with MU-

RAKAMI Katsuzo (IRCP Resercher, Facutly of letters, Toyo Univer-

sity) serving as host. The conference featured simultaneous translation

between Japanese and French, and the attendees were able to listen to

both languages simultaneously on receivers while viewing the confer-

ence location on a screen or monitor.

The conference began with host MURAKAMI’s overview of the

conference and introduction to MOREAU’s achievements. Based on

an analysis of the first portion of Tractatus de Intellectus Emendatione,

an early work by Spinoza, MOREAU discussed the level of experience

of interconnected reality in Spinoza’s philosophy and its importance

as a starting point for philosophical inquiry. For instance, in pursuing

the three experiential goods of sensual pleasure, fame, and wealth,
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man must face the disheartening reality that these things will ulti-

mately fade away, but this itself serves as a motivation to pursue the

highest good, thus establishing a link with experience, stated MO-

REAU.

Following this discussion, there were three comments from the

Japanese side. FUJII began by asking three questions : MOREAU

emphasized the difference between interconnected reality and the de-

sire for knowledge as starting points for inquiry in Tractatus de Intel-

lectus Emendatione, but what differences does this create with regard

to ethical scope? Also, what is the significance of the concept of death

in a consideration of the development of the concept of good vs. evil

in Ethica? Finally, what is the difference between the interiority of

Tractatus de Intellectus Emendatione (the path to the highest good) and

the interiority of Ethica? Next were two questions from WATANABE.

First, is it correct to think that on this path, all possible readers of

Tractatus de Intellectus Emendatione will be lead to a reflective investi-

gation of the qualities of the three goods? Also, if the term “experi-

ence” has an unambiguous meaning in the course of this experience,

what is the basis of this lack of ambiguity?

Finally, OHNISHI asked whether, from the perspective of a Des-

cartes scholar, there might be room to rethink MOREAU’s denial of

the affinity between Descartes and Spinoza. He also asked whether

“conversion” (in the philosophical sense) was even possible unless the

concept of the “good” preceded human awareness.

Next, as MOREAU responded to the questions from the three

scholars, a spirited discussion took place. The web conference was

held on Saturday evening due to the time difference, and there were

many participants from the university and elsewhere. As this was the

fourth web conference where participants connected over the internet

and specialized discussions were held with simultaneous translation,

the technical challenges had been largely resolved and the conference

proceeded smoothly. Because of this, extremely wide−ranging and vig-

orous discussions were possible.

Also, following the conference, MOREAU proposed submitting a

manuscript on the state of Spinoza studies in Japan to Le Bulletin de

Bibliographie Spinoziste. This sug-

gestion may prove very signifi-

cant in linking the Spinoza Socie-

ties of Japan and France.

International Symposium “Toward a Philosophy
of Co−existence : A Dialog with Iran Islam-
The Philosophy of Izutsu Toshihiko”, 3rd Unit

On December 13, 2014, the 3rd Unit

held the third session of the international

symposium “Toward a Philosophy of Co

−existence : A Dialog with Iran Islam-

The Philosophy of Izutsu Toshihiko” at

the Toyo University Hakusan Campus

(Building 5, Inoue Enryo Memorial

Hall). This was the third in a series of

academic exchanges with Iran, which began in 2012. The event

opened with an address by MURAKAMI Katsuzo (IRCP Researcher).

After this opening address, the Ambassador Extraordinary and Pleni-

potentiary of the Islamic Republic of Iran to Japan, His Excellency

Dr. Reza Nazarahari, summarized prior academic exchanges between

the two countries, and highlighted the significance of these communi-

cations.

During the first part of the session, Dr. Abdolrahim Gavahi (for-

mer Iranian ambassador to Japan and director of the World Religions

Research Center) delivered a lecture titled “Some Observations about

Cultural Interactions in a Global Age.” Gavahi argued that in regards

to the nature of globalization, Japan and Iran should consider the re-

ligions of each country, as well as the cultural heritage that each coun-

try has preserved since ancient times. He cocluded his speech by say-

ing that “we should all join hands to better utilize this beneficial tool

in promoting sustainable peace in our motherlands and outside

world.” Mr. Mohammadkazem Mousavi Bojnourdi (Director of the

Center for the Great Islamic Encyclopedia) was scheduled to deliver

the next lecture, titled “An Investigation about Encyclopedia Writing

in Iran,” but was forced to cancel his visit to Japan due to ill health.

Therefore, Mr. Bahman Zakipour (Graduate Studet at Toyo Univer-

sity) spoke in his place by reading from a Persian language manuscript

that Bojnurdi had prepared. The encyclopedia he discussed has existed

in Iran since ancient times, but as a greater need to disseminate

knowledge to a variety of people currently exists, many more diction-

aries and encyclopedias are being compiled. The lecture introduced

key examples of such works.

The second part of the session was titled “The Philosophy of Izutsu

Toshihiko,” and included a lecture by Dr. Ehsan Shariati−Mazinani

(Former Professor at the Tehran University) titled “An Introductory

Comparative Study on the Role of Corbin and Izutsu in the Philoso-

phy of Contemporary ‘Iranian Islam’ : Analyzing Its Motives and Re-

sources from Heidegger to Massignon”. He clearly presented the

philosophical significance of Izutsu Toshihiko’s main work, Conscious-

ness and Essence, especially the significance of Izutsu’s philosophy that

converses on his “Oriental philosophy” in comparison with Corbin’s

study on Iran and phenomenology. This was followed by another lec-

ture by Dr. Nasrollah Pourjavady (Former Professor at the Tehran

University) titled “Izutsu’s Interest in Iranian Mystical Philosophy.”

He first introduced the reason that he came to study under Izutsu, as
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well as Izutsu’s lectures and study in Iran. He then focused on Izutsu’s

expression “mysticism of love” and discussed Izutsu’s original and ex-

cellent understanding of Islamic philosophy and mysticism based on

the topic of love in Islamic mysticism, his main theme of study.

After these, Professor Emeritus TAKESHITA Masataka (The Uni-

versity of Tokyo) made comments, having previously spoken about

the Izutsu methodology for studying the Koran and Ibn Arabi. The

session then included further comments and questions about the two

lectures. During the subsequent general discussion, moderated by re-

searcher NAGAI Shin, the speakers had the chance to respond to

Takeshita’s comments, as well as to questions from the audience. The

session was concluded by MIYAMOTO Hisayoshi (IRCP Researcher)

and was a great success, with approximately ninety people in atten-

dance.

It should be noted that prior to this event, the three Iranian schol-

ars mentioned above also attended a study meeting of the 3rd Unit ti-

tled “On Philosophy of Iran,” which was held on December 11,

2014, at the Toyo University

Hakusan Campus, the meeting

room of Faculty of Letters. This

other event also included plenty

of fruitful discussions.

Symposium : The Effects of Meditation upon
Spirituality, 3rd Unit

On November 29, 2014, the 3

rd Unit of the IRCP held a sym-

posium titled “The Effects of

Meditation upon Spirituality” at

Toyo University Hakusan Cam-

pus (Building 8, 125th Anniver-

sary Hall). IRCP Researcher

WATANABE Shogo explained the purpose of this symposium as fol-

lows : “With an understanding of the historicity of meditation, this

symposium will provide a platform for various speakers to convey the

significance and effects of meditation ; it will also confirm the current

condition wherein contemporary meditation develops a universal

scope, and transcends religiosity and regionalism. The symposium will

gather evidence for the above claims through discussions with partici-

pants. By examining meditation in this way, it is hoped that the sym-

posium will help shed light on the potential for co−existence in a mul-

ticultural society.” Lecture by three speakers followed this explanation,

and the titles and summaries of each lecture are as follows.

Mr. BAMBA Hiroyuki (President of Nippon Yoga Korei Organiza-

tion) delivered a lecture titled “Meditation technique of Yoga : A

Bridge toward Singleness−of−intent).” The precepts of the Yoga Sutras

describe physical sensations that create internal stimulation. These in-

clude chanting to create vibrations, breathing exercises to create a feel-

ing of friction in one’s air passage, and maintaining posture through

proper sitting positions. Such internal stimulation powerfully focuses

the mind, which is easily distracted, and thereby provides a way to

meditate. Using breathing exercises to order one’s breathing will

eliminate the rough, disordered breathing reflective of a disordered

mental state, and thus prepares the yogin for samādhi (“meditative

concentration” Japanese : sanmai). Deep and relaxed breathing facili-

tates the passage of air through the highest part of the nasal cavity.

This superior nasal concha contains a cluster of olfactory nerves,

which are located just below the brain, which is a highly sensitive or-

gan. Stimulating the olfactory nerves activates the parasympathetic

nerve, which in turn calms one’s mental state, thereby preparing the

ability to meditate. This is why Indian breathing exercises place sig-

nificant importance on nasal breathing. Given that internal stimula-

tion is a powerful tool for creating singleness−of−intent, its proactive

use as a gateway to meditation can potentially bring countless benefits

to contemporary society.

Professor MINOWA Kenryo (Tokyo University) delivered a lecture

titled “Meditation in Theravada and Mahayana Buddhism : Their

Commonalities.” Buddhist meditation is referred to as samatha − vi-

passanā (“cessation and insight” Japanese : shikan). Samatha typically

involves concentrating one’s mind upon a single object in order to en-

ter into samādhi (sanmai). The object of concentration is referred to as

・・kammatthāna (“the place of work” Japanese : gossho). This kam-

・・matthānais usually performed by inhalation and exhalation, and leads

one to the mental state of dhyāna (Japanese : zenna), thereby extin-

guishing the workings of the mind. Vipassanā, on the other hand, is

contemplation that focuses attention upon the workings of the mind,

・・and originates from satipatthana (“mindfulness” Japanese : nenjo).

During vipassanā, one is able to contemplate without using words.

One can thus be aware without actively using one’s discernment, or

“understanding and discrimination” (Japanese : ryobetsu), therefore

achieving the mental state of nirvikalpa (“free from false discrimina-

tion” Japanese : muhunbetsu). Theravada Buddhism places great im-

portance on the changes in one’s mind that result from achieving such

a mental state. Meditation in Mahayana Buddhism is largely the same

as that in Theravada Buddhism. Some differences reside in terms of

・・kammatthāna, including experiences of viewing the Buddha, and

which use Buddhist images for samatha, in addition to the repetition

of words (invocations, chanting, etc.). However, virtually no differ-

ences exist regarding the function of contemplation, namely calming

the workings of mind through singleness of mind, or gaining insight

into the full workings of the mind.

Professor Kenneth TANAKA (Musashino University) delivered a

lecture titled “The Mindfulness Boom in the United States : The Im-

pact upon Modern Society and its Significance.” Buddhism−based

mindfulness meditation is developing remarkably. It is transcending
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the former boundaries of Buddhism and, in fact, the category of relig-

ion in general, and is thus expanding into fields such as psychotherapy

and medicine. In psychotherapy, mindfulness meditation is proving to

be an effective method to help patients gain insight into their prob-

lems, confront them, and then come to terms with them. In the field

of medicine, mindfulness meditation is being used to reduce pain and

boost immunity. It is also gaining mainstream popularity as a tool for

resolving the various mental problems that beset many people in

modern society. It is particularly notable for its popularity, which even

extends to the younger generation. Tanaka discussed the impact and

significance that this American “mindfulness boom” has had upon

modern society.

During the general discussion, the speakers exchanged views excit-

edly, and carefully responded to questions from the floor. IRCP Re-

searcher MIYAMOTO Hisayoshi (project leader of the 3rd Unit) de-

livered the closing address saying

that it had provided a substantial

discussion that addressed not

only spiritual themes, but also

physical and social ones. Ap-

proximately ninety participants

came to the symposium.

Study Group Report
4th “Views of Humanity and theWorld in the Meiji Period”, 1st Unit

On October 8, 2014, IDENO

Naoki ( IRCP Visiting Re-

searcher) was welcomed and a 1st

Unit of IRCP seminar entitled

“The Meiji Period and Natural

Disasters” was held at the Toyo

University Hakusan Campus

(Building 8, Conference Room 2). This seminar was the fourth in-

stallment of a meeting of study group series based on the theme of

views of humanity and the world in the Meiji period.

Through this presentation, a report on human perspectives and

outlooks on nature during the Meiji period from the standpoint of

natural disasters was given. In particular, an attempt was made to

highlight outlooks on nature during the Meiji period by matching the

extent of damage sustained due to earthquakes, flooding, volcanic

eruptions, and other natural disasters occurring during the Meiji and

Taisho years with the records kept by prominent persons of the time

in connection with such disasters. However, many records concerning

natural disasters during the Meiji period consisted only of accounts of

personal experiences, such that big−picture references to nature and

outlooks on nature were essentially few and far between.

The first topic covered was Shibusawa Eiichi’s theory of divine

punishment. Shibusawa regarded disasters as punishments visited

upon a society stripped of the rectitude of the last days of shogunate

rule. This opinion was widely shared by many people who had experi-

enced the Meiji Restoration. In contrast, Akutagawa Ryūnosuke ar-

gued that it was unfair for ordinary citizens who are unable to wield

political or economic influence to suffer harm. For Akutagawa’s gen-

eration, Shibusawa’s argument felt antiquated for its adherence to

Confucian ethics.

Next, the journals of Tanizaki Jun’ichirō and Higuchi Ichiyō were

studied and the records of the Sanriku tsunami appearing in Inoue

Enryō’s lecture tour journals were discussed. In Enryō’s lecture tour

journals−which only set about facts in a straightforward manner, cov-

erage of the tsunami disaster in particular allows us to infer that the

tsunami disaster left a strong impression on Enryō. Finally, the essays

of Terada Torahiko were introduced. Terada Torahiko argued that re-

peated disasters shaped the worldview held by the Japanese people.

During the Meiji period, Western ideas were received in Japan.

However, the Western outlook on nature−which pitted man against

the natural world−was not. If anything,

the traditional Buddhist outlook on na-

ture, which appeared to anthropomor-

phize nature, was dominant. Thus, this

seminar successfully managed to bring

the contours of Japanese people’s outlook

on nature during the Meiji period into

sharp relief.

……………………………………………………………………………………………

5th “Views of Humanity and theWorld in the Meiji Period”, 1st Unit
On November 12, 2014,

SHIRAI Masato (IRCP Research

Associate) gave a presentation en-

titled “The views of humanity

and worldviews found in An In-

quiry Into the Good” at the Toyo

University, Hakusan Campus

(Building 5, Room 5303). This seminar was held as part of the meet-

ing of study group series entitled “Views of Humanity and the World

in the Meiji Period.”

SHIRAI first provided a review of the first half of Nishida Kitarō’s

life until he wrote An Inquiry Into the Good, and clarified the back-

ground behind this review in order to illuminate the views of human-

ity and worldviews found in An Inquiry Into the Good. Despite having

studied the Chinese classics and mathematics and written a letter dur-

ing his high school days rejecting religion, Nishida came to suffer
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from employment and family problems after graduating from univer-

sity. Amid such suffering, his understanding of religion deepened

through interactions with Christian missionaries and the practice of

Zen Buddhist meditation. Given this backdrop, it was pointed out

that the views of humanity and worldviews found in An Inquiry Into

the Good were heavily influenced by not just Buddhism but also by

Christianity. It was also pointed out that, due to Nishida’s education

concerning the Chinese classics, one cannot overlook the influence

exerted by Confucianism and especially neo−Confucianism.

Based on the above insights, the contents of An Inquiry Into the

Good were treated. Personalism, which emphasizes the independence

of individuals, is highly notable as a human perspective found in An

Inquiry Into the Good. An important term in An Inquiry Into the Good,

a “pure experience” refers to actions in the formation of unity but can

be thought of as actions that set individuals apart through unity. The

book also has a worldview that regarded the unity of the world as

something good. However, Nishida himself pointed out that, in order

to emphasize salvation by faith alone, the problem of a deity as an-

other being who will bring about the salvation of the self is potentially

included.

Nishida Kitarō’s An Inquiry Into the Good includes not just tradi-

tional elements of the Chinese classics and Buddhism, but also new

elements from the Meiji period that constituted liberal ideas that

stressed Christian teachings and the individual. The form of An In-

quiry Into the Good was etched into this

seminar as a multifaceted piece of writing

that incorporates both traditions and in-

novativeness. Thus, the clarification of

the significance of An Inquiry Into the

Good amid the flow of intellectual history

in the Meiji period was a considerable

achievement of this seminar.

……………………………………………………………………………………………

2nd conference of “A philosophy of post−Fukushima”, 2nd Unit
On September 24, the 2nd

Unit hosted a 2nd conference of

“ A philosophy of post −

Fukushima” by Professor NISHI-

TANI Osamu (Rikkyo Univer-

sity) titled “Technology and Ca-

tastrophe” at the Toyo University

Hakusan Campus (Building 6, Meeting Room 3).

Nishitani began his talk by touching on how greatly conditions

changed before and after the March 11 disaster and raised a number

of questions regarding the problem of Fukushima, which has been

rendered banal in the three years since.

The distinguishing characteristic of contemporary technology is

that, in NISHITANI’s words, it is part of a “technological−industrial−

economic system.” That is, instead of retaining its former independ-

ence, it is developed in response to the demands of politics. Technol-

ogy became a topic of philosophy after World War II. Confidence in

the scientific rationalism that had underpinned the West in the mod-

ern period had been badly shaken after two world wars, and technol-

ogy came to be discussed in terms of these circumstances it had been

caught up in. In his important discourses on the subject, Martin

Heidegger argues that technology as a product of modernity can be

understood as something useful for humans to objectify nature. How-

ever, Heidegger’s critique of technology has been described as ending

up as simply humans hearing technology’s “voice of Being,” and in

contemporary French thought is discussed as a problem of catastro-

phe. The catastrophe of nuclear technology in particular is the tragedy

that lies between an accident and its resolution. Introducing the argu-

ments of Bernard Stiegler and Jean−Pierre Dupuy, NISHITANI raised

the question of how humans can be allowed to live without facing up

to the technology that produced such a tragic accident. Humans do

not live by themselves, but rather are able to find hope in essential re-

lationships through the presence of other people, allowing them to

live and die for the first time, NISHITANI argued. Such relation-

ships, he concluded, can be first brought

into being by dismantling the techno-

logical−industrial−economic system.

In the Q&A session that followed, nu-

merous queries were posed to the speaker

by both Center researchers and outside

participants, resulting in an active and

fruitful discussion.

……………………………………………………………………………………………

The Lecture Meeting of “Methodology” Study, 2nd Unit (the Joint of Hakusan Philosophy Association)
The Lecture Meeting of the 2nd Unit

of the IRCP was titled “Professor MU-

RAKAMI Katsuzo’s Final Lecture : ‘The

Method of Transcendence : The Way of

Descartes’,” and was held on October 25,

2014, at Toyo University Hakusan Cam-

pus (Building 6, Room 6312). The ses-

sion was jointly held with the Hakusan

Philosophy Association, and included individual presentations by

graduate students, followed by the final lecture of MURAKAMI, who

is also the director of the IRCP.

This lecture was preceded by a presentation from OHNO Takeshi

(IRCP Researcher). Having studied under MURAKAMI, he provided

an overview of MURAKAMI’s career and research methodology.

In his lecture, MURAKAMI once again raised the Descartes’ issue

of transcendence, which he had previously addressed through his
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scholarly work. He discussed this issue comprehensively and in great

detail by presenting an overview of the history of philosophy. His ad-

dress assumed the perspective of Cartesian studies, while considering

the issue in relation to our experiences.

MURAKAMI identified and intricately discussed the metaphysical

issues, which are Incomprehensibility, Reality, and infinity. He sought

to establish the “I” and the “you” within the same perspective of

“transcendence.”Modern philosophy seems to have forgotten meta-

physics. And transcendence has been driven to the fields of religion

and mysticism. In contrast, MURAKAMI argued that philosophy can

develop further by returning the issue of transcendence to theoretical

discourse.

While this was his final lecture, MURAKAMI indicated he would

continue his research and establish new scholarly horizons. The lec-

ture was followed by a question and answer session, during which

MURAKAMI developed arguments that were extremely metaphysical

in nature. However, he emphasized that metaphysics is closely con-

nected to “ethics,” which we must address via living with various

problems in the contemporary world. This final lecture was a notably

anomaly, as it was held by the Hakusan Philosophy Association, but it

proved to be a great success and was well attended.

A video of the lecture is available on the IRCP website, and one can

find a similar discussion in MU-

RAKAMI’s work (chi no sonzai to

sozosei [The Existence of Knowl-

edge and Creativity], Chisen

Shokan, 2014).

……………………………………………………………………………………………

The Symposium of “A philosophy of post−Fukushima”, 2nd Unit
The Symposium on “A phi-

losophy of post−Fukushima” ti-

tled “Energy after the Fukushima

Disaster and the True Meaning of

Richness” was held on November

22, 2014, at the Toyo University

Hakusan Campus (Building 6, Room 6302). TAKADA Hisayo (In-

ternational NGO Greenpeace Japan), and MURAKAMI Shimpei

(Nanairo no Sora) both delivered lectures at this event.

In a lecture titled “One Year of Zero Nuclear Energy Throughout

Japan : Creating the Energy of the Future Together” TAKADA de-

scribed her fieldwork on the Sendai Nuclear Power Station

(Kagoshima Prefecture). She spoke in detail about the present opera-

tional status of nuclear power stations in Japan. As part of her analy-

sis, TAKADA explained that, despite nuclear power stations being

offline nationwide for over a year, as of September 2014 a stable sup-

ply of energy nonetheless exists, thus demonstrating that nuclear en-

ergy is not necessary. One must note that Japan has been increasingly

relying upon thermal power generation to compensate for this energy

imbalance. However, were the Japanese public to practice energy sav-

ing and use renewable energy, sufficient energy for replacing nuclear

power would exist. Indeed, were Japanese citizens to increase their ef-

forts at saving energy, the energy revolution in Japan would in fact ac-

celerate.

In a lecture titled “Looking to the Future, What is the Meaning of

Truly Desirable Wealth?” MURAKAMI presented a way of living in

harmony with nature. He spoke about his thirty−year experience of

promoting natural farming both in Japan and overseas, as well as in

developing rural communities. These experiences taught him to create

farmland that fully utilizes the “cyclicality,” “diversity,” and “multilay-

eredness”of nautral forests, and to never plunder nature or exploite

people. Although MURAKAMI previously led a life according to

these beliefs in Iitate Village, in Fukushima Prefecture, he was forced

to evacuate after the nuclear disaster. While describing the situation

during the disaster, he explained that energy generated in a way that

destroys and pollutes nature will never provide true richness. Instead,

we should seek a different kind of richness that is found within our-

selves and nature.

The event was attended by students

from the university as well as people from

outside the academy. The audience

posted spirited questions and many peo-

ple exchanged opinions on the topic. The

symposium proved to be very meaning-

ful, as it not only underlined the impor-

tance of preserving the memories of the

energy crisis and the Fukushima nuclear

disaster, but also suggested specific steps

and stances that could be used for future

progress.

Overseas Research
“Study Meeting on Multicultural Harmonious Co−existence and Participating in an

International Conference in Austria”, 3rd Unit
In the 3rd Unit of IRCP, we visited Austria from August 17−25,

2014, to conduct an overseas research project entitled “Study Meeting

on Multicultural Harmonious Co−existence and Participating in an

International Conference in Austria.” There were three participants
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from Japan, MIYAMOTO Hi-

sayoshi ( IRCP Researcher ) ,

WATANABE Shogo (IRCP Re-

searcher) , and HORIUCHI

Toshio (IRCP Research Associ-

ate).

On August 18 and 19, the

workshop entitled “Toward a Society of Multicultural Harmonious

Co−existence : What Religions and Ideas can do?” was held at the

seminar room of the University of Innsbruck. The purpose of the

workshop was to discuss which approaches to the research theme of

the 3rd Unit, studies on the basis of thought of harmonious coexis-

tence in multicultural society, were possible from the viewpoints of

Jainism, Hinduism, and Buddhism.

First, Dr. Luitgard SONI conducted a presentation entitled “Sig-

nificance of Narratives in an Intercultural Context.” Soni discussed

examples of a bodhisattva originating in Buddhist tales undergoing

numerous changes and eventually being accepted as Christian saint,

included in Catholic ceremonies, and receiving such respect and rev-

erence that they were commemorated by their own holidays. This fas-

cinating presentation demonstrated that tales can exceed boundaries

of religion and culture. Dr. Jayandra SONI (lecturer at the University

of Innsbruck) conducted a presentation entitled “Non−Violence and

its Role in Intercultural Dialogue.” The ancient Indian religious scrip-

・ture Caraka Samhitā sets forth rules to be followed in debates, and

Soni also pointed out that Jainism prohibits violence and that the Jain

rules regarding behavior in debates were elevated to rules regarding

behavior in daily life. On the Japanese side, WATANABE conducted

・a presentation entitled “Compassion (Karunā) and Pity (Anukampā)

・in Mahāyāna Sūtras.” The basis of the compassion and pity (karunā,

anukampā) seen throughout early Buddhism and Mahāyāna Bud-

dhism is a notion of empathy and mutual suffering wherein one

shares in the pain of others. WATANABE pointed out that this con-

cept is linked with the notion of coexistence and gave significant con-

crete examples from both early Buddhism and Mahāyāna scriptures.

Also, WATANABE conducted an etymological analysis of the original

Sanskrit, pointing out by tracing the Latin and Greek roots that the

English translations “compassion” and “sympathy” share the same

meanings as the Sanskrit, demonstrating the universality of these con-

cepts. MIYAMOTO conducted a presentation entitled “The Individ-

ual and Society in Hinduism,” pointing out that while individual sal-
�

・vation is the main concern of the classical Indian sruti and smrti scrip-

tures, the concept of mutual aid in society also received close attention

from the modern Indian Bengal Renaissance movement. We were

able to interact with experts of the departments of philosophy and

theology at the University of Innsbruck, establishing a basis for a con-

tinuing cooperative relationship.

On the 21, we arrived in Vienna. At 11 : 00 AM on the 22, HO-

RIUCHI gave a presentation entitled “Critisism of Heretics in the
・Lankāvatārasūtra : Towards Constructing a Philosophy of Multicul-

tural Coexistence from the Viewpoint of Buddhism” at the 17th Con-

gress of the International Association of Buddhist Studies (IABS) held

at the University of Vienna. HORIUCHI presented a passage from
・the Lankāvatāra Sūtra, a Mahāyāna scripture, that criticizes the teach-

ings of heretics regarding salvation, and conducted a comparative in-

vestigation of Sanskrit, Tibetan, and Chinese documents. Through an

analysis of this criticism of foreign religions, the presentation argued

that “habitat isolation” of ideas was which is a philosophical version of

Kinji Imanishi’s concept of habitat isolation, and the silver rule

(rather than the golden rule) derived from this concept might provide

wisdom that could be applied to the coexistence of multiple cultures

and religions. That evening, at the conference dinner, we interacted

with many scholars from Austria and abroad. We also took part in an

international Buddhist conference on the 23 and attended the presen-

tations there. After this, we visited the national library and other sites.

We reported on the results of the workshop and conference presen-

tations in the form of the 3rd Unit’s Travel Report/Seminar on Octo-

ber 22, and are also planning to

publish manuscripts in the an-

nual report to be issued at the

end of the fiscal year.

Study Group Report
2nd “Coexistence with Nature : Its Modes and Expression”, 3rd Unit

On July 26, 2014, a meeting of study

group series of 3rd Unit of IRCP was

held at the Toyo University Hakusan

Campus (Building 6, the meeting room

of Faculty of Letters). The meeting was

based on the theme “Coexistence with

Nature : Its Modes and Expression” and

was held as part of a plan to explore the

concept of coexistence through such concrete modes of expression as

the fine arts, featuring a presentation called “The Entrainment Tech-

nique : David Dunn’s Site−Specific Music” by KANEKO Tomotaro

(Assistant Professor, Tokyo University of the Arts). Nagashima Takashi

(IRCP Researcher) served as the host an ITOH Takako (IRCP Visit-

ing Researcher, University of Toyama) served as the commentator.

The summaries by the presenters are as described below.

David Dunn (1953−) is a composer who links music and science

through the act of listening to environmental sounds, and who has re-

ceived international acclaim for proposing a framework for pragmatic

environmental protection activities. This presentation was based on

early works referred to as site−specific which he composed in the 1970s
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and 1980s. The presentation situated these works in the post−Cagean

developments of the contemporary American music of the 1960s and

later, considering the relationship between these works and other con-

temporary artwork of the time. The first section offered a general view

of site−specific works by Dunn and other composers of the same time

period, reviewing the background informing their development as

well as their concrete methods, and describing the unique features of

Dunn’s “entrainment” technique. The second section discussed con-

cepts such as the corporealism of Harry Partch and the compositional

linguistics of Kenneth Gaburo, two composers who heavily influenced

Dunn in the 60s and 70s, investigating the background informing the

development of Dunn’s entrainment technique. The third section re-

considered Dunn’s technique with reference to the context of site−

specific works in contemporary art by comparing Dunn’s work with

the works of land art that provided a starting point for site−specific

art. Here the importance of recording in Dunn’s early work must be

emphasized, and the presentation compared this with the role of mir-

rors in Robert Smithson’s land art. The conclusion mentioned that

John Cage thought highly of the act of recording as a compositional

method. On this basis, the presentation proposed an interpretation of

Dunn’s early work as an important development in the use of record-

ing in contemporary American music.

Following the presentation, ITOH offered about thirty minutes of

commentary and questions for

the presenter while displaying

slides, deepening the discussion

on nature and coexistence. This

was a highly productive seminar

involving about 10 participants.

……………………………………………………………………………………………

2nd Meeting of Study Group Series “Formations ofWritten Religious Sacred
Tetxs andTheir Meaning : A Concideration forTools for Creating

Multicultural Harmonious Co−existence,” 3rd Unit

On October 18 at the Toyo

University Hakusan Campus

(Building 8, Meeting Room 5), a

meeting of study group series of

the 3rd Unit entitled “Forma-

tions of Written Religious Sacred

Tetxs and Their Meaning : A

Concideration for Tools for Creating Multicultural Harmonious Co−

existence,” was held for the second time. Religion is especially impor-

tant in multicultural harmonious co−existence, and religious texts, as

the written form of doctrine, are at the core of every religious group.

This research conference was held in order to raise awareness of issues

related to how sacred religious texts are transcribed and authorized.

Starting with a perspective from early Buddhism, Professor ENO-

MOTO Fumio (Osaka University) presented about “The Formation

of Early Buddhist Scriptures and Co−existence with Other Religions.”

The following is an overview of his presentation.

“Antagonism between religions or between denominations of one

religion is an inescapable issue in working towards multicultural har-

monious co−existence ; this can be seen not only in the present but

also throughout history. Early Indian Buddhism achieved a certain co-

existence with the traditional Brahmanism and Jainism that existed at

the time, and bases can be found for this in early Buddhist scriptures.

・・In the Atthakavagga of the Suttanipāta, which is thought to be the

oldest Buddhist scripture, one can see an attitude of non−participa-

tion in conflicts. Contrary to previous research, it is wrong to under-

stand the so−called “non−self ” and the concept of “a True Brahman”

as contradictory to Brahmanism. In early Buddhist references to the

class system and war, we see that it is the individual’s mind, not the

social system, where a revolution must occur. The theory that the

Buddhist vinaya was formed for harmony with the surrounding soci-

ety and the fact that those from the Brahman class were the most

within the Buddhist community show that Buddhism took an atti-

tude of appeasement towards Brahmanism. To relate this back to mul-

ticultural harmonious co−existence, Buddhism’s concept of the ‘Mid-

dle Path’ (the idea of balance) is important for modern society.”

Next, from the perspective of Mahayana Buddhism, HORIUCHI

Toshio (IRCP Research Associate) gave a presentation titled “The For-
・mation of the Lankāvatārasūtra : Wisdom for Multicultural Harmo-

nious Co−existence as Learned by Criticism of Heretics.” He started

by providing an overview of previous research on the formation of the
・Lankāvatārasūtra. Next, he focused on a passage which expounds the

criticism of Heretical views on Nirvana, attempting to learn lessons

from the logic of the criticism that could be applied to multicultural

harmonious co−existence. In a word, he said that there can be found a

kind of habitat segregation (sumiwake) with other religions. He also

drew attention to the similar attitude in early Buddhism of “tran-

scending dispute.” The vinaya (rules for monastic life) include an ad-

monition “not to live with non−Buddhists,” which prescries that

originally members of other religions who wanted to join Buddhist

communities were kept under observation for a period of time to

make sure that they had given up their former beliefs. As time went

on, A Japanese monk Honen also said that “Places of dispute give rise

to polluting thoughts, and so the wise stay far away from such places.”

From this perspective one can conclude that the wisdom offered to

multicultural harmonious co−existence from Buddhism is not the

suppression or conquest, nor the compromise that has been the recent

trend, but rather “habitat segregation (sumiwake) of ideas,” where par-

ties can co-exist as long as they do not incur harm on one another.

In the discussion afterwards there were heated questions from par-

ticipants and audience members about the relationship between Bud-

dhism and Brahmanism and the significance of Buddhism’s evasion of
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dispute for multicultural harmonious co−existence, making for a worthwhile conference.

……………………………………………………………………………………………

3rd Meeting of the Study Group Series “Formations ofWritten Religious
SacredTexts andTheir Meaning : A Consideration forTools for Creating

Multicultural Harmonious Coexistence”, 3rd Unit

On 21 October, 2014, the 3rd

meeting of the 3rd Unit’s study

group series “Formations of Writ-

ten Religious Sacred Texts and

Their Meaning : A Considera-

tion for Tools for Creating Mul-

ticultural Harmonious Co-

existence” was held at the Toyo University Hakusan Campus (Build-

ing 8, Meeting Room 2). Professor MATSUDA Kazunobu (Bukkyo

University) gave a presentation entitled ”From India to Central Asia :

Bamiyan Buddhism as Seen from Unearthed Indian−Language

Manuscripts.”

While Buddhist scriptures were at first transmitted by recitation,

around the turn of the Common Era manuscript−based transmission

began. Until recently, manuscripts had been discovered in only Sri

Lanka, Nepal, and similar nearby locations since the transmission of

Buddhism was interrupted in India. However, at the beginning of the

1990s, many manuscripts came to be discovered in other areas. First,

Buddhist texts copied onto palm leaves or birch bark and written in

・・the Kharosthī or Brāhmī script were discovered in Zargaran (Bamiyan

Valley, Afghanistan). These texts were Gāndhārī or Sanskrit−language

manuscripts written in various Indian scripts on palm leaves, birch

bark, and parchment that dated back between the second to eighth

century AD. If we include small fragments, the total number of recov-

ered texts exceeds ten thousand. Many manuscripts were also discov-

ered in Gandhara and Gilgit (Pakistan). These included both tradi-

tional canonical and Mahāyāna texts. All older (before the fifth cen-

tury) Bamiyan manuscripts are written on palm leaves, some from the

fifth to sixth century are also written on birch bark and animal skin,

and those from the eighth century onwards are written exclusively on

birch bark. In this way, MATSUDA shared with us the manuscript re-

search he has been engaged in over the past ten years, as well as the

field’s latest findings, while providing careful explanations and visual

assistance with slides. There were

approximately 20 people in at-

tendance, and after the presenta-

tion a lively question−and−an-

swer session was held.

……………………………………………………………………………………………
1st and 2nd Meetings of Study Group Series, “Thoughts on
Multicultural Harmonious Co−existence,” 3rd Unit

The 3rd Unit has launched a

meeting of study group series ti-

tled “Thoughts on Multicultural

Harmonious Co−existence” as a

space to gather research result to-

ward the next (final) year. This

meeting of study group series

aimed to re−examine the social issues that

arise from the variety of opinions in-

volved in cultural and religious diversity

from the perspective of religion and ide-

ology, and to find a basis of thought for a

society of harmonious co−existence −that

is, living together in peace. Through con-

sideration and examination by several researchers at the forefront of

their fields of the issues related to multicultural harmonious co−exis-

tence over a broad historical, geographical, and cultural range, it is

hoped that fresh perspectives and proposals will be offered to our

deeply chaotic global society.

The first was titled “Assembly on Multicultural Harmonious Co−

existence in Austria : A Trip Report,” and was held on October 22,

2014 at the Toyo University Hakusan Campus (Building 6, Meeting

Room 3). This was a presentation of research and reporting on travel

that is based on the overseas research project titled “Assembly on Mul-

ticultural Harmonious Co−existence and Participation in an Interna-

tional Conference in Austria,” which took place in August 2014. This

fruitful overseas research project was presented with slides (for details,

refer to the appended materials in this Newsletter).

Second was a presentation by KIKUCHI Noritaka (IRCP Re-

searcher), and INOUE Tadao (IRCP Visiting Researcher, Japanese

Red Cross Academy, Governing Board Member, Secretary General)

on November 19, 2014 at the Toyo University Hakusan Campus

(Building 6, Room 6404).

KIKUCHI’s presentation was titled “Can You Display a Kadomatsu

at Church? : Conflict, Compromise, and Syncretism in the Spread of

the Society of Jesuits in Asia.” The following is a general overview.

When the Society of Jesuits began its missionary work in Asia in the

16th Century, maintaining one’s faith had already become an issue for

Christians in East Asian society, with the various religious beliefs that

had been fostered there. This continues to be an issue in various as-
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pects of daily life in the modern era, at times leading to tension. If we

compare statements in Latin literature from the Christian era of the

16th Century with the public opinions of the Catholic Church today,

we can see conflict, compromise, and syncretism between European

religious ideology and Japanese traditional culture.

INOUE gave a presentation titled “Humanity at a Crisis : The

Universal Value of Society of Harmonious Co−existence and the Red

Cross’ Activities.” The presentation assumed humanitarianism as the

foundation for the universal value of global, society of harmonious co

−existence. It considered the universality and essence of the ideals of

the International Red Cross, which performs relief efforts in order to

fully realize humanity’s potential, from the perspectives and remarks

of individuals from many times and places throughout history. Fur-

ther, while pointing out the significance of the Red Cross’ activities as

a model to clarify the vague ideas of humanitarianism, he also drew

attention to the limitations of the West’s humanism, which has

brought about environmental destruction with its excessive focus on

the interest of human beings or Anthropocentrism. He considered

how humanism might exist in a truly co−

existantial fashion with the rise of Islam

in a global, multicultural society.

Each presentation was followed by

questions, and it proved to be a fulfilling

conference that addressed both the ideals

and realities of a society of multicultural

harmonious co−existence.

Fieldwork in Japan, A Fact−Finding Survey
on Multicultural Harmonious Co−existence
Seen in Religious Events of Kyoto and Nara,
and an Interview Survey with Priests, 3rd Unit

WATANABE Shogo (IRCP

Researcher) and HORIUCHI

Toshio (IRCP Research Associ-

ate) conducted fieldwork in Ja-

pan from December 30, 2014 to

January 2, 2015. They sought to

further advance the 3rd Units re-

search on multicultural harmonious co−existence, specifically in re-

gards to Shinto−Buddhist amalgamation. The fieldwork can be gener-

ally summarized as follows : To interview people responsible for three

Buddhist temples regarding the idea of co−existence and the modern

religious consciousness of Japanese people. To attend traditional

Shinto and Buddhist New Year’s events in Kyoto and Nara, in order

to gather facts about multicultural harmonious co−existence as ob-

served from religious ceremonies.

On December 30, they held a one−hour interview with Head−

Priest MANO Ryukai (Shojoke−in, Head Temple of the Jodo School).

Mano explained that a significant aspect of the idea of co−existence

stems from the tomo−iki (共生 co−existence, living toghether) move-
ment, which was started by Shiio Benkyo. Shiio organized the tomo−

iki movement to encourage gan−gu−sho−shu−jo願共諸衆生,which
means to whish to be reborn [in the Pure Land] with all beings. Ac-

cording to MANO, the Sanskrit word for living beings (sentient and

non−sentient) is sattva, and the etymological interpretation (nirukti)

of the word is sahatva, where saha means “co−”and tva means “being.”

MANO explained that this is actually the site of the origin of tomo−

iki or co−existence.

On December 31, 2014, WATANABE and HORIUCHI visited

Chishaku−in, the Head Temple of the Chisan School, and held inter-

view with Mr. SUGIMOTO. Topics discussed in the interview in-

cluded requiring Buddhism to address the various issues in modern

life, as well as the initiatives of the interfaith rally, in which the Japan

Buddhist Federation participates. That evening, the researchers held

an interview with Director NAKAJIMA Tomohiko of the education

department (Manpuku−ji, the Head Temple of the Obaku Zen

School). Nakajima discussed how the sutra readings partly contain

Chinese intonations, because the founder of temple was the Chinese

priest Ingen. Watanabe and Horiuchi then observed a year−end me-

morial service, in addition to a ceremony beginning at midnight, dur-

ing which priests took turns reading from 600 volumes of the “Great

Perfection of Wisdom” sutras.

At 5 : 00 pm on January 1, 2015, WATANABE and HORIUCHI

observed the Okerasai, a Shinto event occurring at the main hall (hon-

den) of the Yasaka Shrine. On the same day, they observed the Shusho

−e Kichijo−keka Hoyo ceremony in the main hall (kondo) of Yakushi−ji

Temple. This ceremony was followed by a New Year sermon delivered

by Head Priest YAMADA Hoin, which hundreds of visitors attended.

WATANABE and HORIUCHI also visited the nearby Toshodai−ji

Temple. Thereafter, they planned to observe the Chona−hajime cere-

mony at Koryu−ji Temple on January 2, 2015, but the event was can-

celled due to heavy snowfall. Due to this modification of plans, they

instead travelled to Daikaku−ji Temple in Sagano, where they sur-

veyed ceremonies and materials, including a Heart sutra handwritten

by Emperor Saga, as well as an

eshingyo (Heart sutra rendered in

pictorial form) housed in the

temple’s heart sutra hall.

Through this fieldwork, re-

searchers were able to take part in

a variety of dialogues with temple
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priests. Those from the Buddhist side were also shown responses per-

taining to the needs of modern peoples, who suggested future devel-

opments for the field of conceptual research on co−existence.

Reports of Co−hosting symposium
(1) On November 8, 2014, International symposium “Contact be-

tween Traditional Knowledge and Modern Science” was held at the

Toyo University Hakusan Campus (Building 8, 125 aniversary hall)

in conjunction with Center for Academic Research Promotion, Toyo

University. The presentators were AMANO Fumio (Director of

Kyoto Performing Arts Center at Kyoto University of Art and De-

sign), Rabbi David A. KUNIN (Jewish Community of Japan), YAGI

Seiichi (Professor Emeritus of Tokyo Institute of Technology),

SRIPADA Subrahmanyam (Director of Andhra Pradesh State Gov-

ernment Oriental Manuscripts Library and Research Institute), and

HIROSAWATakayuki (Taisho University).

(2) On October 25, 2014, the 5th Symposium on Religion and the

Environment was held at Matsushita Kodo Reimei kan, Koyasan Uni-

versity (Host : Religious and Scholarly Eco−Initiative (RSE), Co−

host : IRCP, Sponsor : Koyasan University).

Publications
Journals of IRCP
Journal of International Philosophy, no. 1 (March 2012) ISSN 2186−8581
Journal of International Philosophy, no. 2 (March 2013) ISSN 2186−8581
Journal of International Philosophy, no. 3 (March 2014) ISSN 2186−8581
Journal of International Philosophy, no. 4 (March 2015) ISSN 2186−8581

Extra Issues of Journal of International Philosophy,
No. 1 : Philosophy of post−Fukushima (March 2013) ISSN 2186−8581
No. 2 : Time and Space of the Concept of “Law” (March 2013)ISSN 2186−8581
No. 3 : Towards a Philosophy of Co−Existence : A Dialog with Islam (June 2013) ISSN 2186−8581
No. 4 : The Transfer and Transformation of “Law” (August 2014) ISSN 2186−8581
No. 5 : Philosophy and Religion : Based on Schelling’s Weltalter (October, 2015) ISSN 2186−8581
No. 6 : Towards a Philosophy of Co−existence : Realities and Problems of Co−existence of Religions (March, 2015) ISSN

2186−8581

Journals of International Association for Inoue Enryo Research
International Inoue Enryo Research, no. 1 (March 2013) ISSN 2187−7459
International Inoue Enryo Research, no. 2 (March 2014) ISSN 2187−7459
International Inoue Enryo Research, no. 3 (March 2015) ISSN 2187−7459

Blu-ray
Self Set−Up Again―For Departure to Memories (January, 2015)
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1st Unit Basic Research to Rebuild Japanese Philosophy
Researcher TAKEMURA, Makio SAGARA, Tsutomu★ SHOJIGUCHI, Satoshi〇

IWAI, Shogo◎ IBUKI, Atsushi MIURA, Setsuo
SHIBATA Takayuki

2nd Unit Research on Methodologies ofWorld Philosophy Common to

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Eastern andWestern Philosophy and Religion

Researcher MURAKAMI, Katsuzo☆ KAWAMOTO, Hideo NOMA, Nobuyuki
NUMATA, Ichiro◎ SAKAI, Tahoko〇 SHIMIZU, Takashi
OBERG, Andrew OHNO, Takeshi

3rd Unit Research on Basis ofThought for the Society of Multicultural

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Harmonious Coexistence

Researcher MIYAMOTO, Hisayoshi★◎NAGASHIMA, Takashi〇 NAGAI, Shin〇
YAMAGUCHI, Shinobu HASHIMOTO, Taigen WATANABE, Shogo
KIKUCHI, Noritaka ASAKURA, Koichi SODA, Takehito
SHIMODA, Yoshiyuki

Visiting Researcher
SCHULZER, Rainer KURODA, Akinobu TAKEUCHI, Dai
OHNISHI, Yoshitomo GIRARD, Frédéric KOPF, Gereon
TANAKA, Kenneth MURAMATSU, Satoshi ONO, Junichi
INAGAKI, Satoshi WU, Zhen WATANABE, Hiroyuki
YAMAUCHI, Hirotaka SAITO, Akira BAIKAL
INOUE, Tadao SATO, Atsushi KOSAKA, Kunitsugu
ITOH, Takako YOSHIDA, Kouhei YAMAGUCHI, Ichiro
YAMAGUCHI, Masahiro TUTIYA, Syun IDENO, Naoki
ISHIDA,Yasushi KAMATA, Toji OKADA, Masahiko
NISHIMURA, Ryo GABRIEL, Markus ZAVALA, Agustin Jacinto
SUZUKI, Izumi TSUZAKI, Yoshinori

Research Associate
SHIRAI, Masato MUTO, Shinji HORIUCHI, Toshio

Research Associate
YAMAMURA (SEKI), Yoko

Project Research Assistant
TAKENAKA, Kurumi MISAWA, Yuji
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